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ADAMS
resident: Pascal Noel
nonresident: TBD
Ec Advisor: Anne Le Brun

CABOT
resident: Daniel Lewis
nonresident: Carolyn Stein
Ec Advisor: Judd Cramer

CURRIER
resident: None
nonresident: None
Ec Advisor: Judd Cramer

DUDLEY
resident: None
nonresident: Stephanie Lo
Ec Advisor: Jonas Poulsen

DUNSTER
resident: Nihar Shah
nonresident: Jing Li
Ec Advisor: Gregory Bruich

ELIOT
resident: Nedra Massenburg
nonresident: Andrew Hillis, John Du
Ec Advisor: Thomas Baranga

KIRKLAND
resident: Spencer Smith, Kevin Carney
nonresident: None
Ec Advisor: Thomas Baranga

LEVERETT
resident: Yazan Al-Karablieh
nonresident: John Paul Chilazi, Linda Ge, Tony Pino, Hanqing (George) Lu
Ec Advisor: Jonas Poulsen

LOWELL
resident: Eli Schachar
nonresident: None
Ec Advisor: Anne Le Brun

MATHER
resident: Wentao Xiong
nonresident: JiaShuo (Josh) Feng, Linh Thuy To, Raina Gandhi, Peter Maxted
Ec Advisor: Gregory Bruich

PFORZHEIMER
resident: Elaine Chung
nonresident: Wei Sun
Ec Advisor: Judd Cramer

QUINCY
resident: TBD
nonresident: Amanda Lee
Ec Advisor: Jonas Poulsen

WINTHROP
resident: Peter Tu, Priya Shanmugam
nonresident: John Zhou
Ec Advisor: Thomas Baranga